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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Pag~ Fou:r

THE HOME OF

GOOD EATS
We ,Serve Turkey and
Chicken Dinners
105

"

i

·

After 'the dance

... a ptpe

THE

Unbeatable
Unbreakable
Parker Fountain Pen

andP.A.

West Central

-"

WHEN you've kicked off the pumps and tossed
the collar on the table, while the music is still
singing in your btain and memodes of one
dancing deb i11 particular crowd your thoughts,
:fill your pipe with Prince Albert and light up.
Make it a night of nights.

COLLEGE MEN·
Come In and See Our High
Grade Dress and Hiking

Footwear

P. A. is so genuinely friendly. It hits your
smoke-spot in deep center right off the bat.
Doesn't bite your tongue or parch your throat,·
because. the Prince Albert process said ~~nix on
the rough stuff" at the very beginning. Just
cool contentment in every perfect puff.
Don't put off till tomorrow what you can
smoke today. Get a tidy red tin of P. A. now.
Snap back the hinged lid and release that won·
derful fragrance. Tamp a load into the bowl
of y~ur jimmy-pipe and light up. Now you've
got 1t • • . that taste. Say-isn't that the
goods now?

Allen's Shoe Shop
303 W, Central

Friendship's Pertect Gift
YOUR Photograph

Phone 187

•

Standard tl>e World 00<1'
for Sc\rcncy..Fh:c Y~ar.11

313%

W. Central

HALL'S PHARMACY
Phone 121
Free Delivery

,. .

SUNSHINE
' BARBER SHOP
None But Expert
Hair Cutters Employed
106 §:_Second Street

BELFAST

E. & J. Burke, Ltd,
Sole Agents U.S. and Canada
Long Island City, N.Y.

Roland Sauer & Co.
HIGHEST QUALITY OF
LAUNDRY WORK
Men's Suits Cleaned and
Pressed

-no other tobacco is like it!

SO CENTS
THE COLLEGE BOYS'
BARBERSHOP

THE PALACE
EXPERT HA}R BOBBING

«:! 10 28, R. 1. no)'JIO!do Tobftt<o

THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY CO.

Compan1. Wlnaton·Sa.t~m,N. C.

Phones 147 and 148

PRES. HILL TO
ATTEND REGIONAL
(Continued from Page 1)
EDUCATION MEET
be found in the American Maga- ·

Educator Tells of Novel
System at U Assembly

PHI MU INITIATES

Phi Mu initiated last Sunday evening
i
at the hom~ of Miss Marjorie Stearns.:
zinc and in the Pictorial Review. ·
.
.
1 The speaker was introduced by Pres- Dr. Hill Wll! Speak at the West- The successful initiates were the Mis-!
ses Rosamond Geisler and Gladys
107 West Central
idcnt Hill. The assembly was opened
ern ~eg10nal Co~]-ference
George,
a piano solo by :Miss Merle Yorke
mSan Franctsco
and a vocal solo by :Miss Rita Dilley.
!Paul Fickingcr announced the final se- • ~nvi.~atlo~s have been. 1ssued for pari lcction of school debating teams, to he bclpatto~ m the. program of the ':Vest' held February 12, and urged all stu-, ern RegiOnal Conference looking toSOFT WATER
: dents possible to try out for one of wa~d !he formal organization of an Asithese.
1socmbon for AduiJ Education, to be
1hcl~ in San Francisco at the Hotel
I COLORADO TEACHERS LEAD 1Fa1rmont, F~bruary 8 and 9, 1926. This .• IN ROCKY MT. CONFERENCE Couf~rence ~s one of several similar
meebngs wh1eh arc being held at New
If. :(. If.
The Colorado State Teachers who . York, Nashville, and Chicago, The
See
were beaten 29-24 by the Lob~s last Carnegie Corpora\ion has consented to
Varsity Shop, Agent
week, were at last reports sitting on meet the traveling and hotel expenses
Phone 177
I the top of the heap in the Rocky Moun- of those who may be able to attend.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~tai11 Conference with a record of four Albert Mansbridge of London, Chair·
/
victories and one defeat.
man qf the World Association for Adult
Colorado College \vas in second place Education, will be the special guest of
with three wins to one loss, and Col· the Regional Conference.
ora do University was in fourth place
Henry Suzzallo, President of the Uniwith victories and defeats evenly bal- vcrsity of Washington, is Regional
anced.
Chairman, and Leon J. Richardson, DiShingle, Pineapple, Boyish
and Valentino

. mt!J'

i
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EXCELSIOR

LAUNDRY

!

Satisfaction

.

.

WE FURNISH THE HOME
COMPLETE
STAR
FURNITURE CO., Inc.
Phone ?58
113-115 W. Gold Ave.

I

PENNANTS

EVERSHARP PENCILS

LOOSE LEAF NOTE BOOKS

TAXI
PHONE

2000
ALL CLOSED CARS

Thc Teachers stepped into the lead
when they beat Colorado College 27-19.
1
I Customer~"Waiter, there is a button
in my soup."
Waiter (cx-printcr)-"Typographical
j error, sir, it should be mutton."-Le-

~~~~;;====~=~~~h?:i~gl~l~B~u~rr~··~·~~~~~~~~~
j

POCKET KNIVES

New Arrivals of

I

Bostonians College
SHOES

''

'

Cunnard or some White Star
And a first·class for me,
And may there be t1o closing C1f the bar

p ~0~ s!!.!!l E

FAMOUS STAINLESS
POCKET KNIVES

New Mexico's
Leading Shoe St.ore

"NORTH STAR"

PARIS
SHOE STORE

Also Two-Part Comedy

0

.Y.M.c,A.

PhQE.!!2i:L

.

Perfectly Ventilated • p 1·pe Organ
DOUBI..;E BILL

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

PhOne 305

SUN.SHINE THEATR.E
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

for Young Men
Loose fitting suits demand
Bostot'lians Brogues

1st artd Copper

i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

When I put out to sea.-Judgc.

Imported and Domestic
Pocket Knives of all
si:..:es, designs and fin·
ishes. See oul' line of

Raabe & Mauger
.

rector of the Extension Division, University of Califomia, is chairmatl of
the Eltecutive Committee.

"THE DENIAL"

And

·~THE SPANISH THREE1'

With Regular Added
Attractions at Regular Prices·

w.

S'l'RONGHEART the dog in

"3 BASES EAST"

l • "

ALBUQUERQUE GAS &ELECTRIC CO.
"At Your Service"

--

·-

'

'j,l

NUMBER SEVENTEEN

.

WEEKLY QA.LENDAR
'

LOBO QUINTET MAKES A·
CLEAN SWEEP OF SERIES;
SCORES ARE 34·22, 40-15

Tuesday, February, 16Y. W. C. A. Meeting.
Wednesday, February 17Meeting of Committee on Student
Affairs.
'
The present mild epidemic of "flu" on the campus has been
Friday,
February
19the subject of much talk among the students, and a Lobo reporter
Assembly.
interviewed one of the older members of the faculty concerning what
Basketball, Lobos vs. Flagstaff
the "flu'' did to the University during a real epdemic some years ago.
Normal (at Flagstaff).
The interview brought out the following interesting story of U. N. M.
Coronado
Club Dance.
during the war days of 1918-19:
Saturday,
February
20With the opening of the 1917 c o l l e g c + - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - Basketball, Lobos vs, Flagstaff
year few men were registered at the'
Normal (at Flagstaff).
University, as most of the able' bodi~d
male students went to war. 'Ihe Situation in 1918 was worse; and for a
time it was felt that unless a Student
Making a clean sweep in their two game series with the Ari·
Army Training Corps could be organ· Graceful Spanish Dances and Bril·
zona
Wildcats, Monday and Tuesday nights, winning both games by
ized, that there would be. too few stu·
liant Costumes Make El Cir·
decisive
scores, the Lobos stepped far out in front in the 1926 race
dents to open the University.
culo Fiesta One of the
for the southwestern basketball championship, The Hilltop Five
There was organized, however, an S.
Gayest Events of Year.
"Every Patriotic American Should won the first tilt b.Y the c~mfortable mar~in of 34 to 22, and came
A. T. C. unit, and barracks were erected
Obey the Law," Says Enback ~e second rught to literally swamp their opponents, 40 to 15.
The Spanish Fiesta held last Saturand equipped. They were located east
forcement
Director.
The
Wildcats fought desperately f<?r both games, but were obviously
of the city reservoir. The fall quarter day evening in Rodey Hall was one of
outclassed by the speedy New MeXIcan quintette.
opened early in October, 1918, and ran the gayest events of the year in spite
THE FIRST GAME
for two or three weeks, and .then came of the fact that most of the program ar· Anyone who is engaged it1 helping enThe Lobos started slow, and for ten
the "flu." One or two stude1,ts died ranged was called off at the last mimtte force a law that has aroused as much
minutes it was anybody's game. As
at the barracks very early in the epi· on account of the illness of two of the opposition as the prohibition amend·
the half progressed, the Lobo's passing
demic. Later, Professor Du Hadway people taking part.
ment must have the courage of his con·
improved and they had the ball most
died. The entire 1111iversity was put unMiss Mela and Miss Gertrude Se· victions in order to defend that statute
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . : : o,f the time, but could not hit the basdillo in costume danced the J arabe, a effectively from the speaker's platform.
der quarantine.
In the second game of the series with ket. Malcolm Long was the only one
very
pretty and graceful Mexican dance. It was with a vigorous defense such as the Wildcats the Lobos gave what was of the pack that had any luck with his
For three or four weeks no classes
During the evening several games this that Prohibition Director C. H. beyond a doubt the prettiest exhibition shots, chalking up four field goals durwere conducted. Students were not al·
were
played. The ''Pinata" proved to Stearns favored the university assem· o£ basketball ever seen in New Mexico. ing the period, but missing eight out of
owed to leave the campus. Down tow11
be
lots
of fun. The game is played by bly last Friday_ '
students were not permitted to come
Their passing was superb and when ten free throw attempts, The score at
every
one
with one player blindfolded Mr. Stearns has been on the prohibinto the campus. Picture shows were
they started hitting the basket they were the half was 16-10.
closed, and all public gatherings for· carrying a stick with which he is sup· tion force for the past several years, unbeatable.
In the second hal£ the Lobos conposed to break a large paper bag filled and has had ample opportunity to study
tinned their smooth passing and began
bidden.
-·
to hit the basket. Iggy rang up three
Rigid quarantine stamped out the epi- with nuts and candies and other favors conditions in regard to the effects of
After the score was tied at 6-6, the
the
players.
Hearst
Coen
did
very
for
demic on the campus, and the univerthe amendment just as they really are; Lobos turned in one of the most re· baskets and Sacks dropped two in from
well
with
the
stick
after
nearly
scar·
sity authorities requested permission to
his arguments !\r(' based 011 1>n.ctical markable scorlng performances seen in far out in the court. Drachman of the
ing
several
peopl~ to death as well as
conduct classes. TI1is permission was
experience rather than on vague the- tj1is part of the country for many moons. Wildcats kept his team on the trail of
the Lobos by ringing three field goals
granted on c01idition that only 'those taking several actual victims during his ories.
They scored 30 points while the Wildstudents resident on the campus attend onslaught.
and four free throws for a total of 10
The hall was decorated in red and According to Mr. Steams, the first cats were scoring 3, running the score points. The Wildcats hung on the trail
the classes. As the S. A. T. C. stu·
reason for obeying the law is the P(l- from 6-6 to 36-9.
dents made up the greater part of the yellow paper and colored lights. There triotism that should actuate every
of the J..obos grimly, but lost ground
student body, this permitted college were a number of very appropriate American. A person can not be a loyal
During the same period of time the all during the half. Sacks and Wilson
work to go on. It was hard for the costumes worn, though most of the American if he does not respect the Lobo five rang up no less than 22 put up a tight defense, and most of
down town students, however, many of guests did not wear costumes.
points were made from out
Confetti, candy, punch and hot choco- statutes that have been passed and be- points without their oppmlcnts scoring. Arizona's
whom secured little work the first seon the floor. Long, Hammond and
part
of
the
Constitution.
come
late wore served at different booths
:Mulcahy played a nice floor game, but
mester.
"Although King Alcohol is officially Records show that the second game the latter two lacked their usual eye
In January of 1919 a second, the smal· around the hall.
From 9:30 to 11 :30 there was dancing. dead, his ghost stalks abroad," he de· was the first Arizona game in history for the basket. Tl1e referee was call·
er and less severe, epidemic hit the
The
only trouble with the Fiesta was dared. "Our obligation to the flag in which 14 New Mexico players broke ing them close and Long, Brookshire
campus. Quarantine was not put in
that
it
did not last long enough,
binds us all together, and it is up to us into the game.
and Miller went from the game on per·
force and the ''flu" secured more victo see that the law of the land is su-sonals. The Lobo subs finished the
tims in January, 1919, than it did in
' preme."
Second and third string men played last minutes of the game.
October 19\8, although no one died. It Profs and Independents
Mr. Stearns enumerated his objcc- BY, minutes of the total 40 minutes of
THE SECOND GAME
is prob;blc that the lessened severity of
Lead in Handball Tourney tions to the various substitute measures tl
\"1'tl1
sr/
m1'11ntes
to
go
2
the disease, and a better knowledge of
1c game.
'v
7
Drachman looped one to draw first
which have been proposed for the Coach Johnson sent into the fray an blood for the Wildcats. Brookshire
how to care for the patients, was reThe Faculty and Independents con- amendment.
entire second string and continued sub- sank another, Long's free throw was
sponsible for the lack of deaths.
tinue to show the way to all the "Frats"
Light wi11es and beer, if permitted, stituting until every man on the squad good, and the Wildcats led 4-1. Mulin the handball tournament. Both teams
would be letting down the bars, and had been in the game.
cahy made the score 3-4, Long 5-4, Millmvc won two and have no defeats.
weakening the force of the law, he de-ler 5-6, Mulcahy made one and the
Pi Kappa Alpha, Kappa Sigma, and
clared. The permit system, as used in The second string entered the fray score was 6-6. Within the next minute
Sigma Chi arc standing S0-50 each,
Canada, would mean a bootleg traffic when the score was quadrupled, at 36-9. Iggy sank one and Squirt got two to
having won one and lost one. Coronado
in permits equal to that in liquor to· During the remainder of the game they make the score 12-6. The Wildcats
Reversal c of Club and O~~a Rho are at the bottom day.
scored 4 points to the Wildcats 6.
took time out. Brookshire brought the
Frat Men Show
of the list;-' \
He
cited
the
opinions
of
former
barscore
to 12-8. Three baskets by MalForm in Winning PlayThe "Profs" 1till look good enough to
keepers
and
other
old
timers
to
show
Iggy
Mulcahy
seldom
failed
to
get
cahy
and
two by Hammond rapidly ran
Off Match.
win but the I11dependents are also in
that,
public
opinion
to
the
contrary,
the
tip-off.
Nearly
every
play
started
the
score
to 22-8 at the half, The Lothe running with a very · favorable
Mexico
in
possession
of
the
bos
were
passing
beautifully and for the
there
is
really
muclt
less
drinking
now
with
New
Showing a decided reversal of form, chauce to cop the cup.
than
there
was
over
the
bar
in
the
"old
ball.
first
time
in
the
season, hitting the
the Omega Rhos easily won from the
The standing:
days."
In
the
eighties,
when
the
rail·
basket.
Independents in the play-of~ match of
w. L. Pet.
:Mulcahy and Hammond continued
the horseshoe tournament, Saturday af- Faculty .~ .•..... , .•••... 2
0 1.000 road was building in New Mexico, there To Frank Brookshire goes the honor
were
twelve
saloons
for
a
construction
of
attempting
the
hardest
assignment
their
scoring and ran the score to 26-8.
Independents •.. , . , , . .. . 2
0 1.000
tcrnoon.
camp
of
500
men.
of
the
evening.
The
tall
Arizona
cenThe
Arizona
defense scattered to cover
The Omega Rho team composed of Pi Kappa Alpha , ... , , . 1
1
.500
attempted
to
stay
within
reaching
the
New
Mc>tico
forwards and Benny
Speaking
of
the
practicability
of
the
ter
Fricke and Robbins ended the touma· Sigma Chi .. .. .. .. .... I
I
.500
.333 law, Mr. Stearns said: "A law is no distance of Benny Sacks when Ari- Sacks dribbled in unmolested to make
mcnt by taking three straight games Kappa Sigma .......... I
2
1
.000 better than the people who live under it. zona was playing a man to man de- the score 28-8. Mulcahy and Ham•
by scores 50-19, 50-18, and S0-16, As Coronado Cl ttb ....... , 0
mond cut loose with two more and for
2
.000 The home must be the safeguard of all." fensc, in the latter part of the battle.
the scores show, the Frat Boys were at Omega Rho .. . .. .. • .. .. 0
-the third time Arizona took time out to
Labor,
above
all
other
classes,
has
no time in danger.
For the Wildcats Drachman was stop the spree. Wamp heaved in' one,,
The Independents, Salazar and Odie,
profited by the Eighteenth Ame11dmcnt,
high point man both nights. He played 34-8. Arizona got a :free throw for her
lacked the skill which they showed
asserted
Mr.
Stearns.
The
working
1925 MIRAGE NOTICE
man now buys food, clothes, and other one of the hardest but one of the clean· first point in 18 minutes of play. Long
three weeks ago when they forced them·
made it 36-9. With eight and a half
necessities of life, instead of treating est games of any man on the floor.
selves into the finals by winning three
_
minutes to go, the Lobo reserves took
I
have
on
hand
a
few
1925
MIthe
gang
on
paydays.
He
no
longer
games from the Omega Rhos.
The first contest set what is per· the floor, Renfro, Quintana, Briscoe,
This is the first year horseshoes have RAGES on which the sum of $2.00 has the saloon in which to hang
held a place in the inrtamural events. has been paid. These books can be around and get into 1nischief. The ma· haps a southwestern • record for fouls Black and Bryce replacing the regulars.
From the interest shown, however, the secured by the payment of the bal· terial prosperity of the workers has in one game. Fourteen were ca\!ed on Drachmann and Brookshire ran it to
Horseshoe Tournament will be one of ancc of $2.00. I am auxious to place ' been evidenced by the tremendous the Lobos and fifteen on the Wildcats 36-13, Quintana and Black made it 40•
these books in the hands of the growth of labor union banks since the for a total of 29 penalties during the 13, and with the Lobo second string finthe annual sports.
ishing the game, Drachmann made it
A cup will be awarded the winning proper parties and to close all at- passage of the Volstead Act. Although evening.
40-15
to end the scoring.
contlts of the 1925 MIRAGE. In prohibition alone may not have been
team.
Scores:
order to do this it is necessary that responsible for this, it is at least a facIf the first game was rough, the secThe standing of the teams follows:
Lobos (34)
ond was fe!'ocious. It can only be said
L. ·Pet. a specified· date be set for the final tor to be reckoned with.
FG FT PF
The meeting was opened by a solo that one side was as rough as the other, Long, f
Omega Rho •• n ~ • ,. • .. S 1 .833 Payment. Accordingly, on and after
4
4
1 .833 February 26, 1926, any MIRAGES by R. G. Fisher, accompanied by :Miss and neither team gained any undue ad·
Itulependents •••• , •. , ••. 5
2
2
Hammond,
£
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
2
3
,500 remaining unclaimed will be sold to Allene Haverfield on the piano. Paul vantage from the enthusiastic style of
Kappa Sigma ......... • 3
2
2
MulcahyJ
c
..............
4
3
.500 anyone who makes the final pay· Fickingcr made a few announcements the play.
Pi Kappa Alpha , •.••• • :l
3
.500 mcnt of $2.00.-PAtiL L. FIO<IN· to the student body. The speaker was
Coronado Club •••.. , . , 3
(C:ontinued on Page 4)'
(Continued on Page 2)
4
.333 :,_G_E_.R_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___, introduced by Dr. Zimmerman.
Sigtrtn Chi ,
2
6
.000
Faculty , •• , •• "' , •••••.•• ~ 0

..•.

FOUNTAIN PENS

I

Albuquerque, New Mexico,· Friday, February 12, 1926

OMEGA RHO BEATS
INDEPENDENTS IN
HORSESHOE MATCH

·

.
I

NEW MEXICO

Varsity Five Shows Impressive Strength in Turning Back Their Ancient Rivals: .After a Decisive
Win in the First Game, the Lobos Run Wild in
Second Contest. Every Lobo Plays in the
Second Game.

SidelightS
On the (lame

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.

PRINGE ALBERT

:r-."EWYORK

OF

I

P. A. is sold e..,c'Jwfrert! in
lidy red tins 1 potw and llalf.

IJonnd lin h:1midors, at1d

Cantrell & Cochrane, Ltd.
DUBLIN

OF THE UNIVERSITY

SECOND :ANNUAL
SP ANJSH FIESTA
A GAY FESTJVAL ·
PROHJ DIRECTOR
STEARNS- SPEAKS
AT U ASSEMBLY

.#

pontul r:rrslal·gld~s fmmidoJ's
with spongc•rnoistencr top.
Apd always -with cYCt'Y bit of
lute atJd pardJ removed by
lbe Prince Albert prot:cH.

PUBLISHED BY THE STUDENTS

LOCAL EPIDEMIC OF FLU
RECALLS INTERESTING STORY
OF EPIDEMIC AT U IN WAR DAYS

QUALITY
SERVICE
PARKER FOUNTAIN
PENS

Briggs Pharmacy
----~-·-··---

Miss A. p. 1\Iilner

PHOTOGRAPHEits
Phone 923
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Advertisers

LOBOS WIN PROM ARIZONA

MILNER STUDIO
'

'*

.

Phone 197

A. B. Milner
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We Deliver

•

HEADQUARTERS

400

~~-~~~-··--------·

WANSER'S

WEST CENTRAL
Phone 358
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Advertisers.
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75c

.

Our

Mrs. Stover's
Bungalo Candies
Whitmans ·Candies

LIBERTY CAFE

~~

I
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I•'RIDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1926.
SWEARING.
When anybody opposes the use of sweari;J.g on
moral grmmds he is wasting his breath. He 1s telling the world, or perhaps one partieular person in
the world what the whole world knows already.
There is ~o human who will quit a vice for purely
moral reasons. La Rochefoucauld once said tha~ vices
really quit the man, althou&'h he flattered himself
that he hacl quit them.
Then again, one who sa;ys t~at ~t is. ~rong to
swear may not always be r 1ght m h1s or1gmal premise. we have known some very respectful men
who were addicted: to this amusement, who cared for
their families in a proper manner, and lived to a
green olcl age, besides holding positiofls of som~ responsibility in the. community in. ~l~ch they .hved.
A vice that pernnts of such actlv.lties as this can
not be absolutely opposed to the progress of civilization in its omvard march.
Then if one runs out of other excuses for himself, th~re is always the stock one t11at profanity relieves the feelings as nothing else ean when one
meets a sudden reverse in fortune, espeeially in the
little irritating details. Everybody has heard the
joke about the lad who waited around to hear what
the .parson said when he mashed his thumb. That
lad had powers of observation, as well as a rare intellectual curiosity.
In Shakespeare's day, everybody swore, and no-

.

NEW MEXICO LOBO

NEW ME.XICO LOBO

'.•

body cared to conceal the fact, Dumaa mentions the
fact that it was consklel·ed a very gentlemanly accomplishment in the days .of the 'rhree Musk~tecl'S.
In Victorian times as is well known, women d1d not
know how to sw;ar, among . the numerous uthcl'
things both good and evil that they did not kno~
how to do. Men used their profanity when the1r
womenfolk were not present, in order to ke.ep them
in ignorance of that as well as of everythmg else.
That, at least, is the impression one gets from the
literature of the day, and no age has J.eft any better
key to its level of morals. However, we were to
leave out the question of morals, .
.
There is a real and very practiCal detnmental
effect on one who is fond of sulphuro.us language,
and that is, in time he gets to the polllt where he
can express himself in no other W~Y· Th~ strong
language is picturesque and exp~SSlY~ at first, and
if usecl sparingly, conveys the 1dea m a. forceful
maimer. Used more and more frequently, 1t results
in barrenness of vocabulary comparable to the ef~ect
producted by the .over-usc on the part of young girls
of such words as "darling," "thrilling," ar;d othe;s.
These words originally meant a state of bemg qmte
out of the ordinary, but over-use has made them
sound almost ludicrous.
}fost of the otb.er arguments .against swearing
have been ably presented by bett!ir pens th?-D ours.
They can practically be sumllled uP ~y saymg th~t
one should avoid the use of profamty because It
sounds bacl.

. . ·-·--··-..-~·-·· _·----·~ ··--..-~~·-··-··-··-·· .. .

lCAMPUS INTERVIEWS,

.ANOTHER llfJRACLE.
The Lobos are to be congratulated. The r~cent
series with the Wildcats has shown that the Umversity has probably-very, very P,robably-the best
basketball team in the southwest. It is equally probable that there is no team in the southwest that has
labored: under as manx disadvantages during the
past season as have the Lobos.
The Lobos thro the lack of a University gymnasium have been compelled to practice in a foreign
gym,' and a gym that is, incidentally, beyo?~ walking distance from the campus. ·No proviSIOn has
been made to transport players to and from the campus. No provision has been made to t~ansport :players to and from practice. Added to the mvonvemcnce
of this distance has been that of late hours of praetiee. Members of the squail: have seldom been able
to do any studying at night until after 10 :30.
Under such conditions it is to be wondered at that
the Lobos had any basketball team at all-a championship team under such conditions is hardly less
than a miracle.

MN-..
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who speak and read French easily and
intend to study seriously. Credentials
for these fel!owships are the same as
those indicated above for university
scholarships, except that the testimonials should include a letter from a member of the Department of Romance Laoguages.
(The scholarships above announced
represent those awarded for the year
1925-1926. While the committee cannot
guarantee at the date of issuing this
circular that they will be available for

*

The qurstio11 is JOIIUtimu ashd:
' \ Wlure do you11g mm get fllhen
they enter a large i11dustrial orgallizatioll? Have they opportunity to
e~errise treat1f!e talmts, or are they
ftrted intp narrow grooves!'
ThiJ seriu of advertisemems
throws light 011 time questio11s. Each
advertiseme11t talw up the record of
a to/lege man fllno tame fllith the
Westi11ghouse Compa11y after graduation 4nd ruithin the past ten years.

T

HE Sales Department was
talking in emphatic and easily
understood language. It was saying, "We want action."
At Westinghouse, action in many
cases is another word for research.
JOSEPH sLEPIAN
And research works toward selected
goals. In this case the goal was for new apparatus
to make unchained· lightning more respectful of
power plants, lines and equipment.
Today, as a consequence, the electrical industry
is the beneficiary of the "Autovalve Lightning
Arrester", perfected to a degree of efficiency, long
service and universal utility never dreamed ofbefore. Behind that picture you find Joseph Slepian.
With two degrees from Harvard, he started
training in our East Pittsburgh Shops in 1916.
.A year later he entered the Research Department.
This was the lightning arrester situation which
Slepian took into the research camp: There were
two different _types of apparatus. One, called the
multi-gap, was used chiefly on poles of distribution circuits. When lightning struck, it frequently

the social sciences as a group; also to
those l'ho desire the best possible professional preparation without reference
to. the matter of a Master's Degree.
Application for entrance next fa!
should. be made immediately.
For further particulars, write
Dean J, E. Cutler,
School of Applied Social Sciences,
Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, Ohio.

v

•
.... "
.. .
•. ~"?..

caused transformer troubtes and damaged equipment. For high-voltage application there was
the cumbersome electrolytic arrester. Its performance was good enough. But it required constant attention; was costly of upkeep; and could
not be used on poles.
When Slepian perfected the Autovalve Arrester, the demand was so great that orders could not
be filled. It was entirely new. One type of apparatus solved the whole problem-no more
costly care. It stands up indefinitely, whether
used on poles or on the ground-sufficient
reasons for yearly sales exceeding $2.,ooo,ooo.
Such results may depend as much on a phase of
an engineer's past training as on his immediate research. Take the radio hom which gives the natural
tone to Radiola sets. It was Slepian's mastery
of mathematics, in which he specialized at Harvard, which contributed toward that big advance
in the early .days of loud-speaker popularity.
The man with "hidden reserves" is constantly
finding them called upon to "climb peaks and cross
mountains" in institutions like Westinghouse.

Fo!!owing the uuiversity try-outs late
Thursday debating teams were selected to meet the University of Southern
California and the University of Arizona.
Irvin Grose and Albert Dennis, with
Jack Watson as altenmte, were chosen
to meet the Southern Cnlifomia team;
~icbard Arledge and Barney Burns,
with Jack Lamb as alternate, wi!! argue with Arizona.
The California debate will be held
here and the Arizona debate at Tucson.
The subject is "Resolved, That war, except in case of invasion or internal rebe!!ion, should be declared by a vote
of the people."
Judges who selected the teams from
the University of New Mexico were:
Prof, George St. Clair, Prof. Walter
Roloff and Dean L. B. Mitchell.

llniversity Sororities
Announce Pledges
Sororities of the University announce
the following pledges for the second semester:
Alpha Chi Omega; Gladys McCarthy, Peggy Cooney, and Alice Palmer.
Chi Omega : Editl1 Wortmann and
Ruth Stevenson.
Kappa Kappa Gamma: Katherine
Sayre and J anc Kinney.

Wes~ouse
-----------------------;~~------------------------

dustry of the United States:" Roman
Davila, Albuquerque; Harry A. Dickey,
Clovis; Herman Rase, Silver City;
Charles D. Karlsruher, Tucumcari;
William McCollom, Fort Bayard; Jeannette Mnir, Hurley.
"The ·Relation of Chemistry to the
Home:" Howard Isaacks, Las Cruces;
Lois Kelly, Silver City; Ina Kimbrough,
"Albuquerque; Lisa Lindau, Hurley;
Orpha Miller, Tularosa; Ethel Myers,
Silver City; Mildred Sutliff, Aztec;
Mary L. Tuton, Las Cruces; Barbara
Smith, Carlsbad.
"The Relation of Chemistry to National Defence:" Lawrence Cardner,
Turley; Joseph Lopez, Silver City; Guy
Machen, Las Cruces; Frank McCord,
Las Cruces; William McLaughlin, Silver City; Lola Neather!in, Tularosa;
John Russel!, Albuquerque.
The New Mexico Committee consists
of Dean Clark, Dr. P. G. Cornish, Mrs.
Lawrence Lee, Mr. Edward Lighten,
and Mr. 0. B. Clarke.
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Ceremonies of the Chi Omega initiation were conferred last Saturday upon
Helen Stubbs, Madge Warner, Leona
Howard, Frances Burdell, Leona Porter, Sybil! White, Betty Sherwood, Alice
Olsen, and Mrs. Jessica Gray.

Rosenwald's
New Mexico Gift Store
Invites a Thorough In•
spection of Their
Gift-Ware
WELCOME
Whether You Buy or Not

~~~
ALWAYS BEST

in

·ory Go~ds
ancl

Ladies'
Ready-to-wear

~~

receive $20.00 in gold, and each of the and Disease:" Selnta Azar, Raton;
SlJBMJ1f ~SSAYS IN six successful essays will again be en- Mary Boulware, Silver City; Joseph
PRIZE CON1f~S1f tercd in a National contest, the prizes Chavez, Las Cruces; Jennie Lee Hunt,
in which consist of six four-year schol- Silver City; Theresa :Moreno, Las
arships at Yal<! or Vassar, each schol- Cruces; Maurine Mulvaney, Belen;
TV(ice as Many Essays Entered as arship providing tuition fees and $500 Gwendolyn Shinmin, Hurley; Baily
in Previous Years, Says
annually.
White, Hagerman.
Dr. Clark
The fo!lowing N cw Mexico high "The Relation of Chemistry to au Inschool students have entered this conDr. John D. Clark, Professor o£ test:
Chemistry at the State University and "The Relation of Chemistry to AgriChairman of the American Chemical culture:" Ruthena Champion, TularoSociety Prize Essay Contest for the sa; George Hunt, Silver City; Bert
State of N cw Mexico, has announced Woodall, Las Vegas 1 Hele11 Johnson,
that this year over twice as many es- Lordsburg.
says have been entered in the contest "The Relation of Chemistry to the
On and after the 15th
as in any previous year. Entries clos- Enrichment of Life:" Rnby Bonnell,
Tularosa; Isabel Harris, Las Vcgas ; 1
ed February 1.
of February, we will
In this contest a high school student Lloyd F. Kniffin, Silver City; Emma
may write an essay on any one of the L. Stein, Albuqurcque; James L. Taysix topics indicated below. The New lor, Silver City; Dol!ic Trendt, Lordsbe in our new store at
Mexico author of the paper adjudged burg.
THE COLLEGE BOYS'
BARBERSHOP

SHOES

204

West Central

THE PALACE

That Are Snappy

EXPERT HAIR BOBBING

Young Men's Shoes Only

ShU.,le, Pineapple, BoyUh
and Valentino

CAIN'S

Brays Shoe Store

BROWN BILT SHOE STORE

109 W. Central Avenue
107 Weat •central

I
I

!

Varsity I>ebaters
. Are Selected

Engineer!
Arrest that Bolt

IS C H 0 L A R s H J p s I

•

NEW MEX~CO
BOOK
STORE
203 W. Central
Avenue

ff
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the year 1926-27, it is assured that in SIDELIGH't'S
ON THE GAME
~'CICICIG!ClClC!OICIS!elv!C!C!CIOICISIC!CICISIO~.:.
1
all probability essentially the same opportunities will be offered.)
(Continued from Page 1)
;:
SOCIETY
l!l
c
The American Council on Education
Sltl::t~IOICIStciGlv!~IS!ClCICISlOICIOIC!CIOIOI::~
cooperates with t11e Institute of Inter- Benny Sacks won a clear title to hi•
5 1 1 L---------------:--:-:--::::--:---:-:-~=:=7:-::a".:11~d national Education. Therefore the ad- reputation of being the fastest basket
b
V RSITY OF MISSOURI
On Friday evening, F~ ruary t 1, t. 1e
lodging (Maison des Etndiants
UNI E
ministration of these scholarships and bal! man in ,the southwest. The Lobo
Pledges Of the l "'"appa s1gma fratermty
Maison des Etudiantes).
anfellowships has been placed in the of- running guard not only moves like
gave a dance at the Country Club under The University'of Missouri. offers
·
·
The
University
of
Nancy
offers
two
£'tce of th e I ns t't
b
the chaperonage of Dr. and Mrs. R. S. nually a number of F e11 ows h1ps, earmg
.
1 ute of I nt ernat'10naI greased lightning, but thinks the same
·
d
f
$600
h
t
t
d
t
that
scholarships,
opell
to
men
only.
(1)
Ed
t'
way.
Rockwood. The ballroom was decorat- a sttpen o
eac , o s u en s
nca ton.
5,000
francs
with
free
tuition"
for
re.
e
t
1
t
ed with red, white and green stream- h ave success f u11Y compIet ed a cas on
All applications must be sent not latsearch work in Physics. (2) The
A familiar sight was Wamp Wilson
ers-the Kappa Sgima colors-while in year of graduate stu dY·
er than February 15, 1926, to
Edouard de Bi!!y memorial fellowship
emerging
above a mad swirl of players
· · at t11e
Miss Florence A. Ang•ll,
the fireplace, and the hanging lamps, To promising graduates of standard of 4,000 francs with free tmtton
'
with
the
ball
clutched firmly in his left
were the illuminated Greek letters for universities and colleges a larger nnm- "Ecole Superieure de MetallurgiC
· et des Institute of International Education,
paw.
Kappa Sigma. There was the usual ber of scholarships, bearing each a sti- Mines." Detailed information will be
2 West 45 Street,
display of paddles on the mantle and pend of $300 annually, are avai!ab1e. forwarded on request.
New York City, N.Y.
by the sides of the fireplace.
These fellowships and scholarships The University of Strasbourg offers Anno u11cement of aw ard s w1'll be made Lynn Hammond stood out in getting
The programmes were attractive, and are a'"arded to the applicants best qualb t 'f 1 t
rid of the ba!l quickly. He was seldon
"
one scholarship of 2,000 francs with free a Oil "' ay s ·
to each of them was attached a smal1 Hied, irrespective of departments of
·
·
•
caught
with the ball, and consequently
d
.
.
h
• 1 'bb
· 1 f
tuition and lodging.
T11e aca em1c year m t e umverstlles
wooden paddle w1t 1 rt ons m t 1e ra- specia!izatio11, in
f'
.
b
d did not have to shoot many of his
't
1
th t tl
h tl e d
The u·nl'versl'ty of Toulouse offers 4 begins the lrst week m Novem er an
term y co ors rns 1roug
1e n · Biological and Physical Sciences,
b
f'
fJ l
shots with a Wildcat guard draped
·
th
dance
scholarsh1'ps
(t"'o to "'Omen and two to ends a out t1te lrst 0 u y.
a"oUitd h.1·s 11 eck.
du
P nneI1 was serve*d * r*mg e
·
Mathematics and Engineering, Philoso- men) covering ..tuition," board and lodg- ' A rebate of approximately 30 per cent '
• free IS
· a!Iowe d on passage over an d return,
Saturday night El Circulo Espanol Phy, Education, Journalism, and the So- ing, and eight sco!arships carryli1g
Basketball fans who saw the game
held its annual fiesta at Rodey Hall. cial Sciences, Languages and Literature tuition. American students wi!l be cs- making the approximate cost of passage
arc
wondering how many miles :Mal
.
The Hall was gaily decorated in orange and Art, Agricultural and Medical pecially ipterested in the fo!!owing In- $95 one way. This rebate •IS g1ven
on colm Long ran during the two contests
and red. Many of the Club's members Science, Home Economics.
stitntes at the University: (1) Chemis· the French I'me. Th e stu dent s houId The ubiquitous Squirt would probably
had come in costume, and the bright Applications, in order to receive con- try; (2) Electrical Engineering; (3) have $20 a month for incidental exbe found to have traveled a goodly
colors they wore added a lively touch s;deration for the academic year 1926- Agriculture; (4) Hydrology; (5) Pro- penses.
number of yards were his many circles
to the affair.
1927, must be in the hands of the Dean venca! and Romance Philology; (6)
American \v'omen students are recomarou11d Washington gym al! straighten•
Although not all the e11tertainment of the Graduate Faculty not later than French studies.
mended to make use o/4~ facilities of
ed out and laid end to end across the
planned for the evening materialized, March 1, 1926.
The University of Grenoble offers 3 the American Univcrsitf;'women's Paris
nevertheless what they did have was For application blanks and for fur- full scholarships. .
Club, 4 Rue de Chevre'ttse.
mesa.
good. Mela Sedi!Io and partner-with ther information write to
The University, of Paris offers one The office of the American University
Miss Osuna at the piano-gave a Span- The Dean of the Graduate School, scholarship (open to women only) cov- Union at 173 Boulevar,1 St. Germain, \Vamp Wilson scored his fourth goal
ish dance-of-the-hat, which was full of
University of Missouri,
ering tuition board and lodging and Paris, is also the headquarters in France of the season in the second game. That
local color. Then Hearst Coen, blindColumbia, Missouri.
two scho!arsilips ,carrying free t~ition. of the American Council on Education is high scoring for a back guard.
folded, and armed with a weapo11 which
Credentials arc:
and the Institute of International EduAfter having rotten luck at the bashe swung about dangerously, final!y
FRENCH UNIVERSITIES
1. Application blank, accompanied by cation. Ho!de~s of scholarships in
ket
the first night Iggy Mulcahy opened
succeeded in breaking the pinata which The American Council on Education a letter containing a detailed account of French Inst1tutwns are recommended to
up
in
the last game and tossed in !S
hung suspended from the ceiling, and has received from the French Depart- the applicant's trairting and aim in make usc of its facilities when they are
points,
ns many as the whole Arizona
.
in Paris.
there was a mad scramble for the nuts, ment of EducatiOn
and of t he F•rene11 study1·11 g ab· road.
team scored.
frnit and candy that poured forth.
Universities, in appreciation of the 2. Certified transcript of candidate's
After the orchestra arrived there was scholarships otfercd to French Students co!!ege record.
WESTERN RESERVE
dat1cing till 11 :30. Miss Wilma She!- in America, an offer of scholarships and 3. B1rth
··
••
certtf1cate.
Graduates in the Social Sciences•· are Benny Sacks has the recot d for th e
4
•
ton acted as official chaperone.
d
. A sma!! s1gncd photograph.
offered professional education for so- long shot of the series. His f'trs t at
fel!owships in French universities an
the Ecole Norma!c Superieure de Sev- 5. Health certificate on form pre- cia! work; an opportunitytempt in the first game salted neatly
scribed by the colmrtittee.
1. To launch yourself in a growing through the hoop from well back ol
res.
SAYS THE CHINAMAN
center.
These are open, with the exceptions 6. Testimonials from two _1Jrofessors profession.
noted below, to both men and women, with whom the applicant has studied 2. To continue your study in the soThe following interesting letter, a American born, under thirty years of and from an official of the co!!ege as dal sciences.
Sacks' latest is-"How o11C man can
portion of which was written in age, graduates of a co!!cge or university to the character, ability, and promise of 3. To prepare for a position o£ rc- go through a five man defense."
Chinese, and the remainder in a kind approved by the American Council on success of the candidate. Women can· sponsibi!ity in social work.
of English, has been received at the Education, and possessed of a speaking didates are asked to include among 4. To earn from $75.00 to $100.00
o££ice of President Hill:
these a letter from the Dean o£ Women. per month during the period of prepa- VARSITY GRADUATE
knowledge of French.
RETURNS TO DUKE CITY
Dear Sir:
The University of Bordeaux offers These testimonials and health certif· ration.
icatc
should
be
sent
directly
to
th~
Sec•
5.
To
obtain
a
Master's
Dcg
·ec.
As we are very imaginary to itni· four scholarships to American students
1
tate the Written SeroUs of Chinese which include board, lodging and tui- retary of the Committee by the writers. 6. 'fo correlate academic work with Willis Morgan, a graduate of the
Ancient Characters. Enclosed here- ti011. It also offers free tuition to eight They arc considered as coitfidcntial, and actual Held experience under supcrvis- Ultivcrsity in the class of 1925, has rc·
with please find the cheque of seven other American students. The subjects wi!l not be returned to the candidate.
ion in any one of the following types turned to Albuquerque to take a per·
recommended for study are Political Two fellowships in the Ecole Nor• of social work: Family Welfare, Child mancnt position with the Mountain
do!!ars (gold) as a writer's fcc.
An immediate reply wi!! oblige.
Science and Law, History and Geog- male Superieurc de Sevres, covering Welfare, Group Service.
States Telephone company, Mr. Mor·
.
Yours truly,
raphy, Tropical Diseases, French Lau- board, lodging, and tuition, are open to 7. To engage in n real service for gau has been in the employ of that
(T!{e spcCi:d "t)ri'viiege of this seal is guagc and Literature.
woutcn who have do11e graduate work people,
company in El Paso since last July. ,
free in charge o£ Scroll Paper fee
The University of Lyons o£fers {our and have a university career in view. 'fhis opportu11ity is open to those He is a member of Kappa Sigmn Fl·adollars 2.50).
scholarships covering tuition, board and These are granted only to candidates completing 11 major in sociology or in ternity.
···
~--~--~----~
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You are always welcome to
visit our shop and browse
&mong ou~ shelves,
Our lines of Fratemity Stationery, Dance Programs
and Tallies will interest you.

although I have made little use of the
By A. GOOF DINKtUM
latter, since I have found few people
No. 4. Hairy Grouse, famous author,
wi!ling to be plucked.
speaks on s11ccess and hair tonic.
"lily the way," he said as he rau his
I present~d my card three times at fingers carefully through his flowing
the anteroom of Mr. Grouse's private black locl<s, "Have I ever told you how
office before I finally gained admis- I manage to keep an ever new anlj fresh
sion to the office and study of the appearance to mY hair week by week?
great author. Having only recently re- It is a little secret of my own, that r
covered from an attack of the Mexican never tell except on festive occasions.
Flu, I felt in no mood to enter into a The idea is to keep· it looking different
spirited conversation with such a bril- each week, .fnd keep curiosity among
liant mind, and so merely asked him the female sex; llt a fever heat.
the conventional questions that. an in"You see, ea~h Monday, when tJw
terviewer had better ask in such cases fellows do their Wl\Shing, I have the
if he knows what is good for him.
pledges carefully save the suds, esHowever, I found that it was fortu- pecially those in which they have washnate that I was in such a mood, for ed loud printed shirts. In this way, a
Mr. Grouse wanted nothing more than different gloss and sheen is imparted to
an opportunity to talk to someone abont my hirsute decoration each time it is
himself without the danger of the other washed, making for an endless amount
party talking back and interrupting of variety. That night before I rehim. Indeed, I have found this a <;om- tire I hang it as full of clothespins as
man characteristic of great men, espec- can be fastened on, and in the morning
ially if they are self-made. He stood just before my eight o'clock class 1
while talking to me, <.Tacking from side move them, giving an extremely artistic
to side (a position whcih he said tended effect to the hair."
to co11fuse prospective pledges to Tappa As I took a difficult leave of Mr.
Kig), a11d with his piercing black eyes Grouse, I could not help but marvel at
fixed on me through his double strength the simplicity of those whom the world
glasses, outlined the salient facts of his has called great.
rise to fame in the world of letters.
"The bravest are the tenderest," I
mused,
"but where can you find that
"Summing np in advance the reasons
tender
spot?"
for my success," said Mr. Grouse, "I
Next Week:-Mr. Dinklum's interwill say the two most prominent factors
concerned have been luck and pluck, view with the campus artist.
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COLLEGE MEN
Come In and See Our High
Grade Dress and Hiking

Footwear
Allen's Shoe Shop
303

W. Central

Phone 187

AMerchant
We lmow saye that it's his
job to please his cu1tomen.
He i•l 00 per cent right. It"1
our job to please merchanta
by ptoviding the kind of
printing that is wanted. T I)'
us and see what we can do.

We Make Good
VALLIANT PRINTING CO.
Albuquerque, N. M.
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

P11.g1t Four

PHONE 197

LIBERTY CAFE

for

THE HOME OF

Your Drug Wants
We Deliver
Watch our Week End
Specials

GOOD EATS
We Serve Turkey and
Chicken Dirmers

WANSER'S

75c

'W'hen ii!s a· rainy

lOS WEST CENTRAL

Phone 358

WHITMAN'S

night-and with three crafty
bridge players your luck·
is running wild

A nit

Miss Saylor's
Chocolates
· And'

Let Fudge
Briggs Pharmacy
400 West Central

-have a Camel!

Lobos Beat
Arizona

•

(Continued frcm Pa.ge
Sacks, g
. . . . . . . . .. .. 2
Wilson, g ... , ..•. , .•. ,· . 0
Quintana, f ............. 1
Bryce, f ................ 0
Black, g .. .. .. .. .. .. . • .. 0
Gerhardt, g .. .. .. .. .. .. . 0

0
0
0
0
0
0

2
2
1
1
0
0

Totals ............ 6 10 15
Referee: McKay.
New Mexico (40)
FG FT. PF
0
1
Hammond, f . .. . . .. .. .. . 4
1
1
Long, f ................ 4
1
0
Mulcahy, c • .. .. . . .. • . .. 7
0
0
Sacks, g ................ 1
0
0
Wilson, g ............... 1
0
0
Renfro, f ............... 0
0
0
Quintana, f . . .. • • • .. . .. • 1
0
0
Gerhardt, f . . . . • . . . . • . . • 0
0
0
Briscoe, c .. .. .. . .. .. . .. 0
0
0
Reardon, c .. . . .. . . • . • .. . 0
0
0
Black, g ................ 1
0
0
Tully, g , ............... 0

0
0

Bryce, g ••...••••••••••• 0

Stubbs, g .............. 0

0
0

2
2
Totals ............ 19
Arizona (15)
FG FT PF
Drachman, f ............ 4
1
1

SOFT WATER

LAUNDRY
Satisfaction

MILNER STUDIO
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Friendship's Perfect Gift
YOUR Photograph
Phone 923
313Y, ~ra\

QUALITY
SERVIC:E
COTY & HOUBIGANT
PERFUMES

106

~.:_Second

Street

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.

~

Roland Sauer & Co.
Our fligl•ed w;Jtr, if )'~u
do not. yet /mow Camel
qmdit)', i1 that )'Oil .fry
thrm. lYe in'Yile )'OU lo
..:omptJre CtJtnd1 wilh

cmy t;igart!lle made al

price.
Reynolds Tobocco
Company
dtJ)'

R.

J,

HIGHEST QUALITY OF
LAUNDRY WORK
Men's Suits Cleaned and
Preaaed

50 CENTS

THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY CO.

@ 192Ci

Phones 147 and 148
Miller, f . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1
0
Marsh, g ............... 0
0
Gibbings, g .. .. .. .. .. .. . 0 , 0
Butts, f-g .............. 0
0
Lester, f .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. • 0
0
Crouch, g .............. 0
0
Totals ............ 7
Referee: Ream.

1
2

1
0
0

1

0

5

Stacks Installed
in New Library

See
Varaity Shop, Agent
Phone 177

•

It is planned to move the furniture
from the Administration Building at the
earliest possible date.

The new steel stacks arc being inAll of the important work on the
stalled in the library building by a man building has been finished, and there
who expects to finish the job in about remains only the finishing touches to

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
WE FURNISH THE HOME
COMPLETE
STAR
FURNITURE CO., Inc,

~be~m~a~d~e~.::::::::::::::::::::::~~P~I~Io~n~e~7~5~8~~1~1~3-~1~1~5~V1~.~G~ol~d~A~v~~~

six weeks, repotts Registrar Bowman. {

These Clothes embody everything new for
Spring in design and newer colors of woolens
and faultless tailoring. ·

$30.00 AND

$35~00

I

'"'"Meet MeAt Matsons n
PENNANTS- EVERSHARP PENCILS
FOUNTAIN PENS
LOOSE LEAF NOTE BOOKS

Murcshaum and Biscuit Tans ·
Have the Call

TAXI
PHONE

Due to our Modern Merchandise Methods, we are able to
show you Suits for $30.00 and $35.00 that sell for $40.00
and $45.00 elsewhere.
If we suggest today you will insist tomorrow for
CLU~ CLOTHES

2000

I

SPITZMESSER CLOTHIER

ALL CLOSED CARS

I

Phone 781

103 West Central

SUNSHINE THEATRE
Perfectly Ventilated - Pipe Organ
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

I!

New Arrivals of

Bostonians College
SHOES

POCKET KNIVES
Imported and Domestic
Pocket Knives of all
sizes, designs and fin·
ishes. See our line of
FAMOUS STAINLESS
POCKET KNIVES

for Young Men
Loose fitting suits demand
Bostonians Brogues
New :Mexico's
Leading Shoo Store

. PARIS
SHOE STORE

Raabe & Mauger
ut alld Copper
I

Phone 305

0

.Y.M.C.A.

Phon~~

•

P

ASTIME
NOW SHOWING

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

Laura La Plante
The Teaser

With Pat O'Malley
Also a two-part Comedy,
''Cold Turkey"

. . . ' "' ..-··~~'

. ·j··"~a~ronize
1
O~r

····1.-.·~~y:r~ia~r,~ .··
+!·--··~··-:-··--·-·+~
•·•''
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque; New Mexico, Friday, February 19, 1926

LOBOSARE
FAVORITES IN
S. W. RACE

WEEKLY CALENDAR
Monday, February 22.Washington's Birthday. The University will not be in se"ssion.
Tuesday, February 23Meeting of the Freshman Class,
12 :30 P. M., Rodey Hall.
Meeting of the Student Council,
·4 :00 p. m,, Seminar Room.
Meeting of the Y. W. C. A., 4 :OO
p. m., Bokmla Parlors.
Basketball, Lobos vs. Texas Minen;, 8 :00 p, m., WashingtOjl Gym.
Wednesday, February 24Physi'cal Examinations for Men,
3 :30 -5 :00 p. m., Men's Gym.
Friday, February 26University Assembly. Address by
the Rt. Rev. Sidney Catlin Partn'd ge, D. D.
Basketball, Lo'bos vs. N. M. Aggies, 8 p. m., Washington Gym.
Saturday, February 27Basketball, Lobos vs, N. M. Aggies, 8 p. m., Washington Gym.

"SO THIS IS MARRIAGE"
With El~anor Boardman, Lew Cody and Conrad Nagel
"Pathe Review'; and "Yes, Yes, Babette," Comedy

ALBUQUERQUE CAS &ELECTRIC co. I
•
"At Your Service"
--

Our
Advertisers
11-ti_,.._.,.__M-tl-.-t

NUMBER EIGHTEEN

ENROLLMENT FOR
LOBOS WIN SLOW
SECOND SEMESTER
GAME FROM PIG
WIGGLY QUINTET REACHES 354 MARK

Hilltop Tosaera Win Second Tilt Increase Over Lut Year 'II Ten
Per Cent-No ApproprWion
with Grocers ~y 39·
Over All Remaining
The Beauty and Popularity
Made for Summer Sea•
27
Score.
Opponents.
Contest is in ft~ll swing this week,
aions and Extension
according to Dick Culpepper and
Courses.
Coach
Johnson's
Lobos
took
the
PigLoren Mozley, editor and man· If any reliance can be placed on the
gly Wiggly Prune Peddlers into camp
ager of the Mirage, and an un- so-called "dope," the Lobos should have
With enrollment for the second sc
for the second time this season last
usual amount of interest has no trouble winning the rest of the games
mester of the academic year virtually
Thursday night in a slo\'/ and rather
been shown in the preparations on this year's bask~tball schedule,
completed, the State University of New
uninteresting game.
overwhelm·
Handing
Arizona
two
such
for the final election, which is to
Mexico now has in attendance a total
The first half started slow and it was of 354 students, all of college grade
be held the night of the Beauty ing defeats places the Lobos within
almost 5 minutes before Sacks made This represents an increase"' of uearly
reach of the Southwestern championBall, 'Saturday, March 6.
the first counter of the game by tossing
Six
games
are
yet
to
be
played;
ship.
ten per cent when compared to the total
The names of three candidates for the
one in from the center of the floor. The enrollment for the second semester of .
oue
of
these
gaUies
will
the
loss
of
any
beauty, and three for the popularity,
Grocery Clerks failed to display any last year.
be a severe setback after being headed
contest, have been posted 011 the bulleform in this frame and the score ended
for a championship.
The University's recent reorganizatim
tin board, with the required number of
21·7 in favor of the Lobos.
The
Lobos
have
yet
to
play
the
Flag·
of
the Departme11t of Graduate Instrnc
signers to each. For the beauty prize,
staff Teachers at Flagstaff February
The second half was a bit faster and tion has resQited in a gratifying in
the candidates posted to date are Mar·
19 and 20. No trouble should be en·
in this period the store boys outscored crease of interest in graduate instruc
garet White, Moynclle Stevenson, and
countered in again turning back the
the Varsity 20-18. This, however, was tion and research. As for the Summer
Angia Rose Hendricks. For t,j1e popunot due so much to a lack of Lobo Sessions and Extension Courses, no
Pedagogues.
larity crown have been nominated Helen
defense as to a general awakening on extra appropriation has been made to
The next game after the Teachers is
Stansifer, Jerry DuBois, and Mary
with the Piggly Wigglies February 22.
the part of Piggly Wiggly. Johnson's care for the rather specialized and ad
Brown;
reserves went in the last of the second vanced work of a Graduate School or
The Piggly Wigglies ha vc also been
One reason for 'the keen interest defeated by the Lobos.
half and did a good job in keeping Department.
shown in the contest this year is the 011 February 23 the Lobos will be
down the score.
fact' that the successful candidates, by a seen in action against the Texas Min·
Trauth's floor game was very effecspecial arrangement brought about by ers. The Miners have played no teams
tive in breaking up the Varsity's passthe Mirage staff, an to have. their pic- which can be directly compared with
ing game the first half; however, it
tures published in several New York the Lobos.
was not effective to stop the almost
dailies, and in the Hollywood magaGames February 26 and 27 with the Burm and Arledge, Grose and flawless team work of the Varsity rnaDennis, Arg'Ue the Question
zines. In the past, the pictures have Aggies will end the Lobo season. After
chine.
·Arizollll's Invasion: of New Meldof Referendum to De!Jeen published in some of the Bolly- Arizona had been badly beaten by the
Hammond
with
5
baskets
and
Long
co End• Diaastro\uly.
clare War.
wood publications, but this is the first Lobos they split even in their two game
with 6 led the Varsity parade, while
time that the University of New Mexico series with the Aggies. Taking everyDenver, Colo., Feb. 14 (By the AsIggy Mulcahy had to be satisfied with
Last Friday's assembly was chiefly
has had her contest results in the New thing into consideration, the Lobos are
sociated·
Press).-Colorado State Teachtaken up with thi! tryouts for the de• two, due to the football tactics of his
York papers.
at present rated far in advance of any- bates against the University of Arizona opponents. Ben Sacks played his usual ers college in the eastern division, and
thing the Southwest can offer.
and the University of Southern Cal- flashy game at running guard and man- Utah Aggics in the western division,
Tentative plans for a series betwe~n ifornia. The Lowell Literary Society aged to sneak up the floor long enough hung firmly to the top rung of the
the Lobos and the Rocky Mountam
to score three field goals. Wilson was Rocky Mountain basketball conference
Conference champion are being looked was il1 char~c of the program. There the stumbling block of the Grocer's of- ladder throughout the last week. The
was some confusion in beginning, owforward to if the Lobos can 'go through .
th f t th t 11 f
d b t
fense, for many times the Prune Fed- Utah farmers remained idle in the cona a
our .e a ~rs dlers would advance the ball up the ference, while the teachers turned back
the rest of the season undefeated. In all IllS to e ac
had prepared to debate the negative stde fl
1 b ll t W'l
both Denver university and Colorado
Presentations by Dr~tic Club probability the Colorado Teachers will of the question. Barney Burns and o;r, on1Y to 1osc t le a 0 1 son.
be
the
winners
of
the
conference.
It
School of Mines to take a long lead
on: March 12 Will Be Works
Rich. ard Arledge saved the day, howcoreL b, ( 39 )
will
be
remembered
that
the
Teachers
in the eastern loop.
of Well Known Men]
f{'
•
'd
0 OS
•
ever, by ta k mg
t :•? a mnattv!' s1 e on
FG J,"'' PF
were
beaten
by
the
Lobos
on
their
Ranking with the pace making per·
Molier, Barrie, and
the spur of the moment.
2
3 formance of the Teachers was the reColorado tour.
Hammond, f ... , .. .. .. . . 5
Browning.
The question for debate was: Re· Long, f ................. 6
3
0 markable recovery Colorado college
solved, That war, except in cases of in- Mulcahy,'' c ......... , ... 3
2 made from a "bad slump." The Tigers
0
On March 12 the Dramatic Club of
0
1 turned back Wyoming and Colorado
vasion or internal rebellion should be
the University will present three plays
declared
by
direct
vote
of
'the
people.
g.:::::::::::::::
0
2
Aggies with case and went into second
which are the products of well known
On
the
affirmative
were
Barney
Burns
Black,
g
.....
,
,
.
.
.
•
•
.
.
.
.
0
0
0
place over the Pioneers. Emest Simp·
dramatists. These writers need little
0
0 son, Tiger star, hung up a conference
introduction to the playgoer.
President Hill returned Monday from and Richard Arledge, and Irvin Grose Bryce, g .•..•. , • . . . . . • . . 0
record Saturday night when he scored
"The Doctor in Spite of Himself". San Francisco, where he has bec.n in and Albert Dennis took the negative.
8 26 points-more than double the total
"tt
b M 1•
dramat'lst of attendance at the Western Reg1on. al
The chief arguments of the affirma·
Totals ............. 17
5
was wrt cu y o 1cr, a
.
1•
f
·
tl 1 ccn t ury. Moll'cr was Conference. The .obJect
of• t us con crPiggly Wiggly (27)
Aggie score.
t l1c seventeen
.
. tive were:
.
p
.
.
He
bec~me
a
ence
has
!Jeen
the
dtscusston
o£
topiCS
(1)
War,
as
it
is
now
made,
is
not
FG
FT
PF
Mines dropped out of the race for
botn 111 arts 111 1622•
e~
•
•
.
t
d
e
of
a
stroll
of
adult
educabon,
and
planmng
toward
always
the
wilr
of
the
people.
Pegue,
f
................
5
1
2
leadership
and into a contest for cellar
stro 11 tng ac or an rna 11 ag r
. .
honors
with
Colorado Aggies by drop•
.
£forts
bc"lng
ll'mited
an
orgamtabon
for
the
advancement
of
(2)
The
people
should
decide
whether
Gilbert,
•..
,
...•••••...
3
0
0
,.
d lt d f
tng company, 1 IS e
0
ping
games
to the Teachers and the
•
1
a
leading·
actor
a
u
e
uca
ton.
or
not
they
want
to
go
to
war.
Trauth,
c
•
,
.
.
.
•
•
.
.
.
•
•
.
.
.
2
0
2
1
to P arts w11ere 1e1 wa 5
Uni
vcrsity
of
Colorado. Aggies slipped
and manager from 1658 until the time
-------The negative teld that:
Rogers, g .. • • .. • .. '. • .. • 1
4
2
further
down
by
losing to Wyoming.
of his'death in 1673.
(!) The people are incapable of de- Hammond, g ............ 0
0
0
In
the
western
half of the conference
Molier was the author of some twcnf
ctdmg for themselves.
Glassman, g ...• ' ..•. • .. 0
0
0
(2) They already have a representa- Whitehouse, g ........ , . 0
0
0 only Brigham Young university and
ty-fivc farces and comedies. He was a
Utah university were active. They split
master of wit and satire, and is known
tive form of government.
Eigltt Lobo baskcteets, headed by
(3) The measure would hamper govTotals ............ 11
5
6 a twin bill. Montana State college,
as cine of the world's greatest humor1
however, took advantage of au off week
ists. His most notable plays are: "The Coach J obnson, left Thursday night to -crument.
in the loop to hand the University of
Rascalities of Scapin," "The Doctor in meet the Northern Arizona Teachers
(4) It would delay, preparation for
EXTENSION
COURSES
Montana,
a member of the Pacific coast
Spite of Himself," "The Affected La- College, at Flagstaff. The Lobos had war.
ARE
ANNOUNCED conference, an artistic trimming.
"
"Tl
no
trouble
in
trouncing
the
Pedagogues
(5)
Foreign
sympathizers
~vould
indics,u ~ "The 1\iiscr,u "Tartu ff c,
1e
The University of Arizona, not a
·
h
" here, but Coach Johnson is prepared for tcrfere with the vote on the q•Jestion.
Hypochondriac," "The Mtsant rope,
member
of the conference, made a dis·
two
close
games
the
coming
Friday
and
There
\"as
decision
rendered,
as
The
University
of
New
Mexico
au110
and "The Shopkeeper T urne d Gentl e..
astrous
invasion
of New Mexico, drop'
s
'"as
only
a
pract
'
ce
debate.
nounces
the
following
Extension
Saturday
nights.
tt
1
11
man." · No dramatist has ever cause d
.•
• . 1 1t tf t
Men making the trip include Long, Tile program was opclled by a pt"a110 Cou.rscs, open to all adults, and starting ping two straight to the state univer1 5 1926
so much laughter, but 1t IS aug 1 er 1a
· d t
Hammond, Mulcahy, Sacks, Wilson,
b M' I
dunng the week February 8·2 ,
: sity, splitting two with New Mexico
.
•
,
makes people think.
so1o y ISS zrae1 au wo voca 1 se· Renlro, Black and Gerhardt.
.
· d
"Problems m Amencan Democracy, Aggies and winning from New Mexico
"The Twelve Pound Look" was wr1tlectlons by Mrs. Leady, accompame
.
Ph D (C 1
•1
h .
James F. Ztmmerman,
• • o urn- Mines.
by Mrs. Thompson on t e p1ano.
.
T'tme 4 :30 -5 :o•o p. m. on Th ursten by J ;1mes M. Barrie, au Eng.I1s.1
b1a).
The conference standings :
!lramatist of the present day. Bame IS
days. Place: Frandscan Hotel, Indian
W. L.
Room. First lecture February 25, 1926.
a master of •humor and pathos com,Eastern divisionbined; he is a whimsical humorist. As
Y
1
Colorado State Teachers • . . . • . • 7
the creator of the character Peter Pan,
"Principles of Teaching," s. P. Nan3
Colorado
college
...••••
~. . • . • • • 5
niuga,
Ph.
D.
(California).
Time
4
:30·
"
Barrie has gained wide attention. ! ::1C
2
University of Colorado •......• 3
'•s tlte autltor of "Tlle Lt'ttlc Mt.llt'stcr,"
Tl 1e K appa, S'1gma' s l ea d tl1e fra t erm•
.
5 :30 p. m. on Fridays. Place:
The
Bask•tballt's
being played by the girls High
• 1ecture
3
Denver University •••.......•.• 4
"
"Q
li
•
School
auditorium.
Ftrst
"What :Every Woman K nows,
. ua - ties and the Alpha Delta Pis are ahead of the University, almost as success- February 19, 1926.
4
University of Wyoming .•.•..•• 3
ty Street," "Dear Brutus," and several among the sororities, according to fully, in a way, as by the men.
4
of
Mines
..............
2
School
• averages JUS
· t re1ease d. K apone-act plays.
sc Ilol ars lup
A quickly collected team, composed "Beginnings of Modern English Lit- Colorado Aggies . .. .. . . .. . . .. • • 1
7
"Itt a Baicony" is the work of Robert pa Sigma, with 82.05 percent, held a of Misses Lena Spillers and Mary erature," G. P. Shannon, M. A. (Stan- Western State college .......... 0
1
Browning, poet of the nineteenth ccn· decided lead over their closest com- Brown, forwards; Frances Parker and ford). Time: 4:30-5 :30 P· m. on Tues- Western division·
tury, \l1ho is, 11. ext to S11aI<espeare, tlIC pchtors,
t11e 0 mega Rl to 's, whose• aver- Hate! Bynum, guards; and Mary Fair- days, Place: Woman's Club. First Utah Aggies ................... 5
1
greatcft searcher of the human heart. age was 79.88 percent. Alpha Delta Pi cloth and Rose Brown, centers, played. lecture February 23, 1926.
Brlghatn Young , .••.•..••..•••. 4
4
He was not the author of· mmty stage had a two point advantage ov.er Alpha and beat Trisco school 15 to 8 on FebPhysical Culture ior Women, Elna Montana State . . .. .. . .. . .. • . .. 3
3
lays,
but
wt·otc
with
much
dramatic
Chi
Omega;
who
had
87.69.
Complete
ruary
l5.
Dat1iels,
M. A. (Columbia). Time: Utah University ............... 2
6
P
· · an d soron•
ability, and was the hwcntor or' t11c d ra- averages of 1Jot [1 f ratermttes
Basketball practice is soon to be 9 :30-10:30 a. m. on Saturdays. Place:
-Morning Journal.
·matic monolog. His best poems are 1111" ties foll'ow :,
started in earnest. Practices are sched- Women's Gymnasium, University Cam• •
f ·
d
• pus. First class February 20, 1926.
surpassed for their combmat10n
o , 111 "
Fraternitiesulcd for M011day, Wednesday an Frtd
·
"Spanish Literature," Belene M . GIRL DEBATERS
tellectual qualities attd ccp emotion. Kappa Sigma ...•...•.. , •......•. 82.05 day nights at the Girl's gym. On Feb- Evers, Ph. D.· (Bryn Mawr). Time:
ARE SELECTED
His works arc too numerous to men· Omega Rho ....• , , . , . . . . . . . . • . • • 79.88 ruary 26th, interclass teams will or•
"'h d
Pl
7
7 :30·8 :30 p. m. 011 ~ urs ays.
ace:
tion.
Sigma Chi ...... •" .... " .... • " 7 ·81 ganizc.
Y.
c. A., 410 W. Goltf Ave.. .First Misses,Jie!en Schneider and Dorothy
McLaughlin have been selected to repPi Kappa Alpha · · • • · · '• ·' · · ·'' · 77·70
lecture February 18, 1926.
resent the University of New Mexico in
45
75
A,LPHA CHI OMEGA INITIATE Coronado Club ·· • · •• ••··• ·: •··· •
ALPHA DELTA PI iNITIA'I'ES
"Chemistry of the Past Decade," Johtl
a
debate some time in the spring with
SororitiesD. Clark, Ph. D. (Stanford). Time:
the College of the Pacific. These two
Alpha Chi Omega announces the ilt- Alpha Delta P: ................. 89.76 Alpha Delta Pi amtoUI\ces the initia- 8 ;30-~ :30 p. ~· .on Mon~ay.s. Place:
co-eds will be the first to ever repre·
' itiation of the following gil'ls: FrallCcS Alpha Chi Omega . • • • • .. ' •..... • 8~.6i tion of the following: Misses Dorothy Chetmstry Bmldmg, Recttatwn R'oom,
sent the University in an inter-col852
Markel Rita Dilley Belen Stansi£er, Phi Mu · · • · •: · • · • • ' · · · • · • · • · · • · ·
McLaughlin, Belea Kay, Eloise Boren, University Campus. First lecture Feb·
legiate debate.
Loct<cy' Powc;s, .Lo;tisc Goclitz, Mar• Chi Omega "• • .. • • · "·" · "• ·" !!4,93 and Belen Young.•
,ruar;v 22, 1926.
2
gnret White, Gertrude Kraxberger.
Kappa Kappa G~tnma • · • • · • • • • • · 83.9
Varsity

Five

Is

Given

Edge

1...-------------...J
LOWELL LITERARY
DEBATES FEATURE
LAST ASSEMBLY

Have a Camel!

lCluB'TCLOiHEs FDRHCOLL~EMEN

EXCELSIOR

· Miss A. P. Milner

None But Expert
Hair Cutters Employed

So this evening as you
ply your unerring skill,
evoke then the mellowest fragrance that ever
came from a cigarette.
Camels represent the utmost in cigarette quality. Tf1e
choicest of Turkish and Domestic tobaccos are blended into
Camels by master blenders and tlu! finest of French cigarette
paper is made especially lor them. Into this one bratJd is ·
concentrated all of tl1e knowledge, all of the skill of tf1e
world'$ largest orgflni~atio!! of e"pert tobacco men.

A. B. Milner

SUNSHINE
BARBER SHOP

For Camel is the silent
partner that helps every
deserving player win his
game. Camels never hurt
or tire the taste, never
leave a trace of cigaretty
after-taste. Regardless of
the gold you spend,
you'll never get choicer
tobaccos than those
rolled into Camels.

8 14
Totals ........... 13
Wildcats (22)
FG FT PF
7 2
Drachman, f . .. .. . .. . .. . 3
1
4
Miller, f ................ 1
1
4
Brookshire, c ...... : .... 0
Marsh, g ............... 1
1 .1
0
2
Gibbings, g . .. .. . . .. . . . . 0
0
0
Lester, f ••.•.•••••.•••.• 0
0
1
Crouch, g .............. 0
0
1
Butts, f ................. 1

Deliver

HALL'S PHARMACY
Phone 121
Free Delivery

WHEN the dark skies are
pouring rain outside.
And fickle fate deals .you
hands at bridge that you
play with consummate
skill-have a Camel!
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COLO. TEACHERS
LEAD IN ROCKY
MT. HOOP RACE

VARSITY PLAYS
WERE WRITTEN By
FAMOUS AUTHORS

Presl"dent HI"II Back
From Educational Meet

Lobo Hoopmen
.
Leave Or FJagstaff
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